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1. INTRODUCTION 
Smith considered the problem of permutation groups whose rank and subrank 
is 3. The present paper generalizes her results to strongly regular graphs satis- 
fying the local condition that the subconstituents with respect to some vertex are 
strongly regular. In addition, the global significance of this condition is described 
in terms of spherical 3-designs and the vanishing of a Krein parameter. This has 
consequences for generalized quadrangles meeting IIigman’s bound. A pseudo- 
geometric graph (4” + 1, 4 + 1, 1) is shown to be geometric. Finally, the 
uniqueness of the subconstituents of McLaughlin’s graph is proved. In a 
subsequent paper the authors will consider a more general combinatorial 
setting and its application to permutation groups. 
Section 2 reviews the Bose-Mesner algebra of a strongly regular graph FY 
and introduces in the it11 eigenspace Vi , i t { 1, 2jp a S$XCidl basis relative to some 
vertex of the graph. In Section 3 the Krein parameter & , cf. 117, 2 
to be related to the components, with respect to the special basis, of a symmetric 
3-tensor on I?% . Section 4 presents a definition of spherical t-designs, cf. [l 
in terms of tensors. Theorems 4.2 and 4.4 show that & = 0 if and only if r 
yields a spherical 3-design in I’< , and if and only if the subconstituents of T 
yicId spherical 2-designs in a hypcrplane of V, . In Section 5, which is of 
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independent interest, the restricted spectra of the subconstituents of r are com- 
pared. Section 6 contains the main results. Following Theorem 6.5 the graphs of 
the title are the pentagon, graphs of pseudo or negative Latin square type, or 
Smith graphs (graphs having the parameters which Smith [24] found for the 
case of rank 3 graphs). The pentagon and the Smith graphs are characterized in 
Theorem 6.7 as connected strongly regular graphs having q$ = 0. 
The remaining part of the paper concentrates on Smith graphs having 
(q + l)(qs + 1) vertices, and on those having 16,27, 100, 112, 162,275 vertices. 
In Section 7, any graph of the first family is shown to be the point graph of a 
generalized quadrangle (q, q2), cf. Theorem 7.9. In addition, the Krein condition 
has its consequences (Theorem 7.7) for Bose’s theorem [I] on partial geometries 
(R, K, T), and for the pseudogeometric graph (3, 11, 1). In Section 8 generalized 
quadrangles (q, q2) are related to orthogonal arrays of index q and strength 3, to 
q-ary 2-distance codes of length q 2 + 1, and to 3 - (q2 + 1, q + 1, q - 1) 
designs (Theorems 8.1 and 8.2). Those having a regular point (following Thas 
[25]) correspond to the ovoid quadrangles of Tits [26], to linear codes, and to 
Steiner systems with (q - I)-fold repeated blocks (Theorem 8.3). Section 9 
discusses the uniqueness of the six Smith graphs having the eigenvalues r = 1 
or 2. The tools for the uniqueness proof of the 112-graph, in Theorem 9.1, 
come from Section 8. The proof in Theorem 9.2 of the uniqueness of the 162- 
graph relies on the uniqueness of the Gewirtz graph. 
2. STRONGLY REGULAR GRAPHS 
Throughout this paper, we consider the situation where r and A are a com- 
plementary pair of strongly regular graphs on a vertex set X of cardinality n, 
with (1, 0) adjacency matrices A and B, respectively. As general references we 
use [l, 6, 151. For a given x E X, let r(x) and A(x) denote the sets of vertices in X 
adjacent to x in r and A, respectively. We use I and J to denote the unit and 
all-one matrices of order n, thus J = I + A + B. By definition, the linear span 
of {I, A, B} over R is an algebra, called the Bose-Mesner algebra [2], with respect 
to the ordinary matrix product. This algebra admits a basis {EO, El, E2) of 
minimal idempotents, where nE, = J. We choose the parameters in such a way 
that the transition matrices between the bases read as follows: 
J4 EI E2 IAB 
I1 1 1 
AK Y ,s 
B 1 -Y-l --s- 1 nE2 , g k-2 gP2 
Thus, A has the eigenvalues k, Y, s with the multiplicities 1, f, g, respectively, 
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and the ah-one vector u is an eigenvector for the eigenvalue ii. In order to avoid 
trivialities we take k > r > 0, s < -1. All parameters introduced above, as 
well as the classical parameters A, p, defined by As = kl+ AA + 
graph T> may be expressed in terms of k, rY s only: 
kEnm!IA 2.1. h = k - 1 f (Y + l)(S + I), p = k + r.& 
ri(k + rs) = (k - +(k - s), E(k + rs) = -k(r + I)(s + 11, 
f(r - s> = -k(s + 1) - Es, g(Y - s) = k(Y + I) $ lr, 
nkl = (Y - spg. 
PTQQJ? 4jse tr A = 0, J + g = n - I, and the matrix equations for A, 
(A - d)(A - SI) = (k ‘i- rs)J, Aj = kj. 
LEMMA 2.2. aI = r/k, I% = -6, + l)il; 
01~ = s/k, is, = 4s + 1)/l. 
Proofs The product of the transition matrices equals n times the unit matrix. 
Use the relations of Lemma 2.1. 
We shall make frequent use of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3. A strongly regular graph having k = a - L, n = is a 
disjoint union ojm complete graphs of size a. 
ProoJc. pl = k(k - 1 - A) implies that $ is divisible by k. ce in our case, 
if p # 0 we must have ~(m - 1) >, OE - 1, from which X which is im- 
possible. Thus p = 0, X = k - 1, which proves the assertion. 
We shall identify X with an orthonormal basis for the real vector space 
V := R”, which is an orthogonal direct sum of the eigenspaces of A: 
v = v, 0 v, CD v, , vi = V;ri) i===Q,1,2. 
Define Xi to be the set of the projections of the elements of X into If{ , i.e., 
xi := (mri / x E x); 
then the idempotent Ei is the Gram matrix of the vectors of Xi i 
Ei = [(q ) y7ri); x, y f Xl* 
Since, up to the scalar factors n/f, n/g, respectively, the idempotents E, , i = 1, 2, 
are of the form I t ol,A + /3,23, the vectors of Xi form a spherical I&distance set 
in V, with cosines CQ and pi . We may write 
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where the rows of Hi are the coordinates of the vectors of X with respect to any 
orthonormal basis JOYS of V, . Thus, the matrix 
H := PT, , HI> &I, 
where #H,, = u, is the orthogonal transition matrix from the orthonormal 
basis X to the orthonormal basis 33’ = go u .!4$ u ga . We wish to define a basis 
99, to be called the special basis, so that, for a given x E X, the vectors 
co = x7rotN2, Cl = xn-&z/f)1/2, c, = x7r2(n/g)liz 
belong to 93,,, G$ ,g2, respectively. Then, the transition matrix H from 
X = {x} u I’(x) u d(x) to 39 has the following shape: 
sizes 1 1 f-1 1 g--1 
1 1 1 0” 1 0t 
k % al% Kl o"z% K2 
1 u2 Pu Ll PBU2 L2 12 
, 
factors: n1i2, (n/f)l’“, (y - s)l12, (n/g)1’2, (T - s)I/~ 
where, for convenience, we have multiplied the vectors of the special basis by 
the indicated factors, and where u1 , u2 denote all-one vectors of sizes k and 1, 
respectively. By use of the orthogonality of the matrix H we obtain: 
LEMMA 2.4. For i = 1, 2, 
K$, = 0, L& = 0, K:Ki + L,tL, = (7 - s)I. 
Let the adjacency matrix A of the graph I’ be decomposed according to the 
partition of X = {x> U P(x) U d(x) into 
Then, by use of 
H,H,t = E, , (Y - s) E, = YI - A + (k - T) J/N, 
and the relations of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we obtain: 
LEMMA 2.5. 
K2K2t = dl - A, + (h - T) J,/k, 
L2L2t = r12 - A, + (k - P - Y) J211. 
Similar expressions may be obtained for K&t and L&t. 
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3. KREIN PARAMETEI~S AND TENSORS 
The Bose-Mesner algebra, which is spanned by (1, A, > and also by (EO ) 
.Er , I?,), is closed with respect to both ordinary and Hadamard (entrywise) 
matrix multiplication. The Krein parameters qFj are defined by 
where we have used the symbol o for Hadamard multiplication, cf [17, 201. 
P@. The matrix Ei 0 Ej is a principal submatrix of the Rronecker product 
Ei @ Ej , hence has its eigenvalues between 0 and 1. 
Let the matrices Hi , i = 0, 1, 2, be defined as in Section 2 by E, = 
HiWi = 1. 
LEMMA 3.2. 
Hut(Ei 0 Ej) H, = qj’& 
H,t(Ei 0 Ej 0 E,) Ho = q$qEu . 
Proof. The first formula follows from 
(Ei 0 Ej) E, = q&E, . 
he second follows from 
(EC 0 Ej 0 E,) E, = 2 q;(E, 0 I?*) E, 
h=O 
LEMMA 3.3. 
q;i = (&z)“(l + Kqs + Z/3”), for i= 1,2,/+ =f,pz =g. 
Proof. First take the trace in the formula for Ei 0 Ei and use 
Ei 0 E, = (p&)z(I + ai2A + ,QB). 
For the calculation of & use Lemmas 3.2, 2.1, and 2.2. 
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Not only Ei , but also Ei 0 Ej and E, 0 Ej 0 E, are Gram matrices, namely, of 
the vectors of 
x,,j := (xq @ x57-j 1 x E Xl, X,,j,k := {xq @ x7Tj @ XTrk j x E X), 
which belong to the tensor products Vi @ Vj and Vi @ Vj @ V, , respectively. 
LEMMA 3.4. 
&wOxv&W34 for any orthonormal basis J?Z~ of Vi. 
X6X z 
Proof. In terms of the components of the 2-tensors with respect to 9<, the 
assertion reads HitHi = I. 
LEMMA 3.5. The components T,,~,, of the 3-tensor 
q:= c x7ri@x~i@x3ri, 
XEX 
with respect to any orthonormal basis ~29~ of Vi , satisfy: 
)5Li wi 
zl zl (9hv>2 = di , for h = 1 I Z..., pi . 
Proof. Denote by x,, the coordinates of xni with respect to ~99~ . Then the 
first formula of Lemma 3.2 reads 
We now calculate certain components of the 3-tensor IJJ with respect to the 
special basis of Vi=(ci) @ Wi which was introduced in Section 2, for i = 1, 2. 
LEMMA 3.6. 
vb = (dn)li2(r - s)-~[~G"G + Pi-V&l,,, , 
for p, v = 2,3 ,..., Pi; or = f, p2 = g. 
Proof. We have virr = CzEX xr3, that is, 
F111 = (1 + KOI; + zpi”)(&)“i” = qji(n/pi)1’2 
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by Lemma 3.3. The transition matrix of Section 2 also yields 
Combining the results of Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, we obtain 
(n/pi)(qh)2 + (p&) tr(@>) = qh o 
ence, qii = 0 implies Qi = 0. Furthermore, 
tr @i = (Y - S)-l(Ni tr(KiICt) + pi tr(LiLl)) 
= (pijn)(aik(l - ai”) + &l(l - Bz’“)) = -(njpJ q:i ) 
by Lemmas 2.2 and 3.3. Combining the resu!ts we have the first assertion. 
ahi = y: implies qii = 0 or pi - 1 - npji = 0, This proves the lemma. 
Remark 3.8. The case qii = (pi - 1)/n can only occur if either S or A is a 
disjoint union of complete graphs, that is, if either s = -1 or Y = 0, 
have discarded here. Hence, in our situation, if Qi = ~1, then y = qii 
4. SPHERICAL DESIGNS 
Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 lay the connection with the theory of spherical designs, 
which was introduced in [lo]. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A finite nonempty spanning spherical subset I’ of 5%” is a 
sphe&aE t-design whenever, for k = 1,2,..., t the kth moments of I are 
invariant under orthogonal transformations or, equivalently, whenever for the 
sphere -Q 3 Y with measure 1 Sz /, 
We observe that for a sphere of radius R in Rd 
J 0”Y QqY> = 0, for k odd, D 
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and for k = 2, 
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THEOREM 4.2. For i = 1, 2, the set Xi = (xri 1 x E x>, associated with a 
strongly regular graph with vertex set X, is a spherical 2-design in r/i . It is a 
spherical 3-design if and only if q$ = 0. 
Proof. The orthogonality of idempotents EOE, = 0 implies CeEX xri = 0. 
The 2-design property follows from Lemma 3.4, and the last part from Lemma 
3.5. 
There is no need to continue the present investigations so as to obtain condi- 
tions for a set Xi to be spherical t-design for t > 3. Indeed, all presently available 
data are contained in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3. A spherical t-des&z D of cardinality n in iwd, which is a spherical 
2-distance set, satis$es t < 4 and n < &d(d + 3). If either bound is attained, then 
so is the other and D is a tight 4-design. 
This theorem is a special case of Theorem 6.6 of [IO]. The only known 
examples have (n, d) = (5,2), (27, 6), (275,22). They correspond to celebrated 
strongly regular graphs. 
We shall rather investigate the implications of the condition qji = 0, which 
was the motivation for the present paper. To that end we use the special basis 
which was introduced in Section 2 for a given x E X. For i = 1, 2, let Wi be 
the subspace of Vi orthogonal to XQT~ . 
THEOREM 4.4. For i E (1, 2) the projections of r(x) and A(x) into the subspace 
Wi aye spherical 2-designs in Wi of sizes k and 1, respectively, if and only if qii = 0. 
Proof. The l-design property follows from Kitu = 0, Litu = 0, cf. Lemma 
2.4. If qii = 0, then Lemmas 3.7 and 2.4 yield 
CZ~K$~K~ + /$LitL, = 0, KitKi + L,tL, = (T - s)I, 
hence KitKi and LitL, are nonzero multiples of I. Therefore, KiKit and L,Lit are 
the Gram matrices of spherical 2-designs in Wi . Conversely, if so, then Lemma 
3.7 yields qii = 0 since @ = ~1 (cf. Remark 3.8). 
Remark 4.5. The conclusion that a spherical t-design in Vi has derived 
spherical (t - I)-designs in Wi, follows from Theorem 8.2 of [lo]. However, 
the present theorem also contains the converse conclusion for t = 3. 
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5. THE SUBCONSTITUENTS 
Let the adjacency matrix A of the graph F be decomposed as before Lemma 
2.5, according to the partition of X into {x}, I’(x) and d(x). The subgraphs with 
vertex sets r(x), d (ZCZ) and adjacency matrices A, , A, , respectively, are called the 
subco~tit~e~ts of F with respect to x. These graphs are regular with valencies 
k, = h = k - 1 + (F + l)(S + 1), k, = k - P = -rs, 
respectively. Thus, Aiu = kiu holds for i = 1, 2. Let us call an eigenvalue of 
Ai restricted whenever it has an eigenvector orthogonal to u. e restricted 
multiphcity of an eigenvalue is the dimension of the subspace of its eigenspace 
which is orthogonal to U. 
THEOREM 5. I. Let r be a strongly regular graph with eigemabes k, T, s. There 
is a ooze-to-one correspondence between the restricted eigenvahtes 6 (T., s> of the 
~~bco~tit~e~ts of F, such that corresponding eigenoabes kave the same restricted 
multiplicity alzd add up to r + s. 
Proof. From the matrix equation for A we obtain 
NNt = (k + YS - 1)J - (A, - d)(A, - sl), 
NtN = (k + rs)J - (A, - +(A, - slj, 
A:N + NA, = (k + rs)J + (Y + s)N. 
For any eigenvalue )1a for A, with eigenvector y orthogonal to u, we have 
A,y = &y, A,Ny = (7 + s - X,) &>, Jivy = 0, 
with jj NJ] ;i* = (F - A&X, - s) // y 1/2a Th us, if X, 6 {r, s>? the vector Ny # 0 is 
an eigenvector for A, with the restricted eigenvalue r + s - h, . Conversely, 
from any eigenvector x for A, with a restricted eigenvalue h, $ (Y, s], we obtain 
the eigenvector N% orthogonal to u with the eigenvalue X, = r + s - AI. for 
A, . This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. If neither A, nor A, has an eigenvabe E (Y, s}, then k = E = 
f=& 
Proof* First we observe that k = 2 must hold since otherwise N wonld not 
be square and either NNt or NtN would have a restricted eigenvaiue 0. Then, 
for the multiplicities we obtain, cf. Lemma 2.1, 
(Y - s)f = -k(2s + I), (Y - s)g = k(2r + 1). 
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Now, since g -f = 2(~ + 1 + s)/(r - s) must be an even integer, r - s 
divides both 2r + 1 and 2s + 1, from which f > k, g > k which is only possible 
iff=g=k=l. 
Remark 5.3. Strongly regular graphs for which k = 1 = f = g holds are 
called conference graphs. They have parameters k = 2a, h = a - 1, ,U = a, 
for some integer a = Y(Y + 1). A necessary condition for their existence is that 
n = 4a + 1 be the sum of the squares of two integers. For further details, we 
refer to [12]. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let r be a strongly regular graph. Suppose that q$ = 0 holds 
for some i E { 1, 2). Then, for every vertex x, the subconstituents on r(x) and A(x) 
are both strongly regular. 
hoof. This follows from Theorem 4.4. Indeed, any spherical 2-design 
which is a 2-distance set yields a complementary pair of strongly regular graphs. 
Remark 5.5. In the situation of Theorem 5.4 the following holds true, as a 
consequence of the fact that both subconstituents are strongly regular. For 
every triple of vertices x, y, z with a given set of adjacencies, each of the sets 
r(x) n r(y) n +>, r(x) n r(y) n A(.$,..., A(x)n A(Y) n 4.4 
has a constant cardinality. This observation is often used in Sections 8 and 9. 
Strongly regular graphs having this property are sometimes called 3-strongly 
regular, cf. [7]. In the next section we shall investigate strongly graphs having 
the local property that the subconstituents with respect to some vertex are 
strongly regular. 
6. SMITH GRAPHS 
Throughout this section we consider the situation where, for some x E X, the 
subconstituents of a strongly regular graph I’ with respect to x are both strongly 
regular. Thus, we assume, for i = 1, 2, that Ai has the eigenvalues ki > yi > si 
with the multiplicities 1 fi , gi , respectively. Note that one of these graphs may 
be degenerate, that is, we may have A, = 0 or A, = J - 1. Other degenerate- 
situations are excluded by our assumption that Y > 0 and s < -1 hold.. 
Smith [24] considered the analogous problem for rank 3 graphs with subrank < 3- 
We reformulate part of her results (Theorems E and F) as follows. 
THEOREM 6.1 (M. Smith). Let G be a primitive rank 3 permutation group on a 
set X in which, fey x E X, the stabilizer G, with orbits {x}, r(x), A(x), has rank 3, 
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QY less 011 both r(x) and A(x). Assume that {k, 1) f (f, gj~ Then, without loss of 
generality, the parameters of the graphs T and A are: 
where Y - s 3 Y(T + 3). Here, “without loss of generality” means that k > r > s 
denote the eigenvalues of the graph defined by either T or A. We shall rejw to a 
Smith graph for any graph with the above parameters, with integer Y and s. 
THEOREM 6.2. For a complementary pair of connected strongly reggula? graphs 
T, A on a vertex set X with the property that, for some x E X, the subco~stit~e~ts on 
T’(x) and A(x) are both strongly regular, one of the following holds: 
6) Y2 = T = Y1 ) sl;ts2=Y+s, g2=gl=g-l<f-l, 
or 
s2 = s = SI , Yl+Y2=Y+s, f2=fl=f--a<g--11; 
(ii) Y~=Y, A,=O, s2=r+s, l+g2=g=k<l=f, 
or 
sl=s, AZ=]--I, r,=r+s+l, 1+f,=j=E<k=g; 
(iii) T2 = Y, s1 = s, ‘l+%=r+s, g,=fx, k=g,l=f; 
(iv) s2 = s, Yl=Y, Y2$s1=Y+s, &=gg,, k=f,l=g; 
@J> y2 z r f y1 , s2 f s # Sl, k=E=f=g. 
Proof. If neither A, nor A, has an eigenvalue E {Y, s), then we have case (v) 
by Lemma 5.2. Qtherwise, at least one of the following relations hold: 
P2 = Y, s2 = s, rl = Y, s1 = s. 
The combinations s = s2 and y = y2 , or s = s1 and Y = ~~ are impossible since 
otherwise by Theorem 5.1 all four would hold, which leads to a contradiction, 
Note that if some relations hold for the subconstituents of I’, then equivalent 
relations hold for those of the complementary graph 8, which are obtained by 
the transpositions (Y, s), (f, g), (k, I), (1, 2). Relations which correspond by these 
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transpositions are called dual. Thus, for example, si = s and rl = r are dual 
to ~a = Y and ss = s, respectively. Without loss of generality we may restrict 
to the cases 
Y = r2 > s, > s or 
the other cases being obtained by duality. In the first case we must have, by 
Theorem 5.1. 
s1 + s2 = 7 + $3 g1 = gz 2 or r1 + s2 = y + s, fl = g2 7 
unless A, = 0, in which case we must have 
s2 = Y + s, g, =k- 1. 
Similarly, in the second case we must have 
Sl + y2 = y + s, gl =fit or r1 + y2 = y + -5 fl =f2 - 
In all cases, except for A, = 0, for the other eigenvalue there remains just one 
possibility, namely, r1 = Y or s, = s, according to the case. Thus, we are left 
with the four combinations of dual relations which correspond to cases (i)-(iv). 
Note that cases (iii) and (iv) are self-dual. In order to complete the proof we 
consecutively describe the spectra of K2Kzt, L2Lzt, L2tL2 , and K2tK2 , by using 
first Lemma 2.5 and then Lemma 2.4; finally we compare the multiplicities for 
K2Kzt and K2tK2. 
For case (i), we have: 
Spec(K,K;) = ((Y - sl)gl, (0)“-gl), Spec(L,L,t) = ((r - s2)92, (0)z-g2), 
Spec(LtL2) = ((Y - s2)92, (0)s--L--Bz), Spec(K2tK,) = ((s2 - sp, (r - s)S-‘-~~), 
g-1 =g,=g,, K,tK, = (s2 - s)I, LlL, = (T - s2)I. 
Now g < f follows from 
W-l=f+g, k>l+g,=g=l+g,<Z. 
For case (ii), we obtain by the same sequence 
Spec(K2Ki) = ((p>“-l, (O)% Spec(KiK,) = ((s2 - s)92, (T - sy-lhgz), 
g-l=g2=k-1, K,tK, = YI, L,“L, = -sI, 
f=l>g2+l=g=k. 
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For case (iii), we obtain similarly: 
Spec(K2K,t) = ((Y - rJ1, (Y - s)‘l, (Q)l), 
Spec(K:K,) = ((sz - s)gz, (y - s)B-r-gz), 
fi = g2 3 h-l=fl+gl=g-li. 
Finally, for case (iv), we consider the sequence LaL2tY I&K;, K2Kz ? I+;& 
to obtain: 
Spec(L,L,t) = ((y - 72)fz, (Y - s)~“, (O)l), 
Spec(L,tL,) = ((Sr - SF, (? - s)g-r+), 
f2 = g1 9 E-l=fj,+g,=g-L 
Now the theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 6.3. The graphs of Theorem 6.2, cases (i) alzd (G) with g <f, are 
Smith graphs. They satisfy 
Pi2 = Q, s1 = &(Y” + 2r + s), s2 = $(s - 2). 
Proof. For these graphs, T and s are integers since g < 4, and the proof of 
heorem 6.2 show that 
K,$K, = (7 - s,)l, L,tL, = (r - s&E 
ence q& = 0 by Theorem 4.4. By use of Lemma 3.3 and of the relations of 
Lemmas 2.11 and 2.2 this leads to expressions for n , I, A, p in terms of Y and s 
only, which turn out to be those of Theorem 6.1. e expressions for s1 and sp 
follow from Theorem 4.4 since 
Note that, in case (ii), we have s1 = 0, from which 
s = -r(r + 2), 72 = ?(T + 3)2, h = Y(Y2 + 3r + I), 
the parameters of a negative Latin square graph NL,(r2 f 3r), cf. [13]. 
We now turn to the other cases of Theorem 6.2. 
THEOREM 6.4. FOF the graphs of Theorem 6.2, cases (iii)-(v)7 n = (Y - ~)a 
holds. I?2 adoption, 
(a) in case (iii), they are negative Latin square graphs NL,(r - s) with 
integer Y, s, ared 
y 
9 
= r”+2r+s 
r-s+2 > Q, 
-+- 1) < --‘I. 
s”=r--s+Z; 9 
&/55/z-6 
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(b) in case (iv), they aye pseudo Latin square graphs LzS(r - s) with integer 
Y, s, and 
Y2 = e- 1) > 0 
r-s-2’ ’ 
s =-s2+2s+r 1 
r-s-2 
< -1; 
(c) the only graph occurring under case (v) is the pentagon. 
Proof. For all these graphs we have {K, Z} = {f, g}, from which n = (r - s)~ 
by Lemma 2.1. Then, substitution of {k, I> = {f, gj in the formula 
trA=K+fr+gs=O 
yields 
k = Y(Y - s + 1) or k = s(s - Y + I), 
and straightforward calculations yield the expressions for r1 and sa , or ~a and 
sr , in cases (iii) and (iv), respectively. Now, for these cases, Y and s cannot be 
irrationals since this would imply 
-1 ==y+s=?,i+sr =ya+sa, 
which is impossible. Hence they all are integers with yi 3 0, si < - 1. Further- 
more, in case (iii), y1 = 0 or s2 = - 1, implies A, = 0 or A, = J - 1, which 
belong to case (ii) of Theorem 6.2. This proves parts (a) and (b), cf. [13]. 
For case (v) we have (see Remark 5.3): 
n =4a+ 1, k=l=f=g=2a, k,=X=a-1. 
Hence, by Theorem 2.3 the first subconstituent is a disjoint union of two 
cliques of size a. It follows that r contains a clique C of size a + 1. Any x E C 
is adjacent to a vertices of C and to a set of a vertices outside C, to be denoted 
by S(x). For distinct x, y E C, we have, since A = a - 1, 
44 n T(Y) = C\hYh 
from which S(X) n S(y) = a. Therefore, 
n=4a+l>a+++(a+l)a 
holds, from which a = 1 or a = 2. For a = 1, we have the pentagon, and for 
a = 2, the lattice graph L,(3) which belongs to case (iv) of Theorem 6.2. This 
proves the theorem. 
We can now restate Theorem 6.2 as follows. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let r, A be a complementary pair of connected strongly regular 
graphs on X, and suppose there is a vertex x E Xfor which the subconstituents on r(x) 
and A(x) are both strongly regular. Then one of the following OCCUYS: 
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:i> F is a pmtagon; 
(ii) F is ofpseudo OP negative Latin square type; 
(iii) P or A is a Smith graph. 
TNEOREM 6.6. Let L, A be a complementary paip of connected strongly regular 
graphs. Then qji = 0 holds for some i E (1,2> if and 5dy if either F is a ~e~t~g~~ 
or For A is a Smith graph. 
Proof This follows from Theorems 5.4, 6.3, and 6.5 and the foollowing facts 
(which are verified by calculation): 
(i) the pentagon has qil = ql& = 0; 
(ii) the only pseudo on negative Latin square graphs with & = 
some i E {I, 2> are those with parameters NL,(r2 + 3~) or their corn@ 
which occur under Theorem 6.2, case (ii). 
Remark 6.7. The assumption that both I’ and A are connected is essential 
since, for a graph consisting of m disjoint 2-cliques, q& = 0 boids. 
ema~k 6.8. Not all values of Y and s are possible among tbe pseudo or 
negative Latin square graphs of Theorem 6.4. Thus, for example, no LS,(n) 
with rt > 4 can satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 6.5. Any ES,(n) with n > 4 
is a lattice graph L,(n) with subconstituents K+r U Kewl and L,(n - I)? 
cf. [23]. Any NE&2 + 3t) is a Smith graph, Among the special L,(22) and 
NL,(2t) with t = 2d having strongly regular subconstituents we know those 
occurring in the switching class of the symplectic two-graph S(2d), cf. [22]. We 
conjecture that, apart from L&(n), the Smith graphs NL,(r2 + 3~) and their 
complements, the only pseudo and negative Latin square graphs satisfying 
the hypothesis of Theorem 6.5 are of type LS,(2t) and NL,(2t) or complements 
of these. 
Remark 6.9. For Smith graphs with a given Y, not all values of s are possible 
since the formulas of Theorem 6.1 impose the divisibility conditions: 
T - s +- Y(Y + 1) 1 2ryr + l)Z(Y - zp, 
1’ - s - P(P + 1) 1 2(’ - 1) T”(Y + 1)“~ 
In addition, the following inequalities 
Y(Y + 3) < P - s < T(T + S)(% + 1) 
hold as a consequence of X > 0 and n < +g(g + 3), cf. Theorem 4.3. For 
Y = I, 2, these restrictions admit the following values for (n, k, rr s): 
(16% 1, --3), (27, 10, 1, -5), 
(100,22,2, --8), (112,30,2, -lo), (162, 562, --16), (275, 112,2, -28). 
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For each of these sets of parameters there exists a unique graph. The existence 
is well known, cf. [13, 181. For the uniqueness of the graphs with n = 16, 27, 
100, 275, see [21, 11, 141. For the other two cases a proof is included in this 
paper, see Section 9. 
The graphs with n = 27 and 112 are examples of an infinite family of ad- 
missible parameters for Smith graphs, namely, Y = 4 - 1, s = - 1 - @. Such 
graphs are known to exist whenever q is a prime power. They are the point 
graphs of certain generalized quadrangles (to be discussed in Section 8). 
7. PSEUDO-GEOMETRIC GRAPHS 
DEFINITION 7.1 (Bose [l]). A triple (P, L, I), where P is a set of elements 
called points, L a set of lines, and I an incidence relation between points and 
lines, is called a partial geometry with parameters (R, K, T) if the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(i) any line is incident with K points and any two lines with at most one 
point; 
one j..J any P oin is incident with R lines and any two points with at most t 
; 
(iii) for any nonincident pair (x, I) E: P x L, there are exactly T pairs 
(y, m) E P x L with xImIyI1. 
The dual (L, P, It) of a partial geometry is again a partial geometry, with 
parameters (K, R, T). We commonly identify lines with sets of points and 
incidence with set membership; thus, for example, (iii) becomes “a point not 
on a line 1 is collinear with T points of 1.” 
DEFINITION 7.2. The point graph of a partial geometry (P, L, 1) is the graph 
with vertex set X = P whose edges are the pairs of collinear points. 
Counting arguments show that the point graph of a partial geometry with 
parameters (R, K, T) is strongly regular, with 
k = R(K - l), r=K-l-T, s=-R. (“> 
Dually, there is a strongly regular line graph. 
DEFINITION 7.3. A strongly regular graph is calledpseudogeometric (Ii, K, T) 
if its parameters k, r, s are given by (*). It is geometric (R, K, T) if it is the point 
graph of a partial geometry with these parameters. 
Remark 7.4. In a pseudogeometric graph (R, K, T) with K > T, any clique 
has at most K points. If the graph is geometric, then any line of the partial 
geometry yields such a maximal clique, but not every K-clique necessarily is 
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a hne. If any two adjacent vertices lie in a unique K-clique, then the graph 
is geometric with the K-cliques corresponding to the lines. 
Any geometric graph is pseudogeometric. The pseudo-Latin square graphs of 
Tneorem 6.4 are pseudogeometric. They are geometric if and only if they are 
attin square graphs (the partial geometries in this case are called nets, see [4]), 
ose [a] gave a sufficient conditions for a pseudogeometric graph to be geometric: 
%EOREZEM 7.5 (Bose). A pseudogeometric graph (R, K, T) is geome~~c if 
K > f[R(R - 1) + T(R + 1)(R2 - 2 
From the Krein condition q& > 0, we obtain the following condition: 
'PII[EOREM 7.6. The parameters of a pseudogeometric graph ( 
(R - l)(K - 2T) < (K - 2)(K - Tj2, ’ 
Note that a pseudogeometric graph (R, K, T) satisfying the bound of Theore 
7.6 with equality is a Smith graph by Theorem 6.6 since the pentagon is not 
pseudogeometric. 
Combining Theorems 7.5 and 7.6 we find a new restriction the parameters 
of a pseudogeometric graph, 
THEOREM 7.7. For a pseudogeometric graph (R, K, T) sati~f~~ag the c~~d~t~~~ 
of Bose’s Theorem 7.5, R < 2T holds. 
Proof. The graph is geometric, hence has a dual (IC, R, 9). But the Kretn 
condition of Theorem 7.6 (with R and K interchanged) conflicts with t 
hypotheses of Bose’s theorem if R > 2T. 
EXAMPLE 7.8. We note the existence of a pseudogeometric graph (3, II, 4). 
Its vertices are the 2-element subsets of the point set of the Steiner system 
S(3, 6,22), two vertices being adjacent if they are disjoint but contained in a 
common block of the system. This graph cannot be geometric since the dual 
parameters (II, 3, 1) violate the Krein condition of Theorem 7.6. It has least 
eigenvalue s = -3, but did not appear in the list in [Id] of known graphs wit 
s = -3. 
A generalized quadrangle is a partial geometry with T = 1. When T = 1, 
K > 2, Theorem 7.6 takes the form (R - 1) < (K - I)%, which is Migman”s 
inequality [l6]. We have some extra information in the case of equality. 
THEOREM 7.9. A pseudogeometric graph (q2 + 1, q + 1, 1) is geomehic. 
.PYoc$. Such a graph I’ has the parameters of Theorem 6.1 with r = 4 - I, 
s = -q2 - 1, hence is a Smith graph. By Theorems 5.4 and 6.6, for every 
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vertex x, the subconstituent on r(x) is a strongly regular graph with valency 
4 - 1 on &a + 1) vertices. By Theorem 2.3, it is a disjoint union of q2 + 1 
cliques of size 2. It follows that any two adjacent vertices in .F lie in a unique 
maximal clique of size q + 1. The set L of cliques thus obtained is the set of 
lines of a generalized quadrangle (see Remark 7.4). 
In view of Theorem 7.9, we pose the following problem. 
Question 7.10. Is a pseudogeometric graph (R, K, r) attaining the Krein 
bound (Theorem 7.6) necessarily geometric ? 
An interesting test case is provided by the family of Smith graphs attaining 
the bound of Theorem 4.3, with Y - s = Y(Y + 1)(2~ + l), which are pseudo- 
geometric (r2(2r + 3), 2r + 1, Y). Th e only known graphs in this family have 
Y = 1, 2. The first is geometric by Theorem 7.8: it is the point graph of the 
unique generalized quadrangle with R = 5, K = 3. The second is the unique 
(cf. [14]) strongly regular graph on 275 vertices, in which any two adjacent 
vertices lie in exactly 10 maximal cliques of size 5. It would be interesting to 
know whether it is possible to select a subset which is a partial geometry. This 
would imply the existence of a partition of the elliptic quadric in PG(5, 3) into 
28 totally isotropic lines. Haemers (private communication) has shown that for 
odd 2 the elliptic quadric in PG(5, Q) indeed may be partitioned into q3 + 1 
disjoint otally isotropic lines. 
8. GENERALIZED QUADRANGLES WITH PARAMETERS (q,q2) 
A Smith graph with eigenvalues Y = 4 - 1, s = -q2 - 1, for some integer q, 
is pseudogeometric (q2 + 1, 4 + 1, l), whence geometric by Theorem 7.8. 
Adapting to a habit in the literature, we shall refer to the parameters (K - 1, 
R - 1) = (4, 42) for the corresponding generalized quadrangle. By Theorems 
4.2 and 6.6, such a quadrangle yields a spherical 3-design, which is a 2-distance 
set, in the second largest eigenspace V, = lL!g of its point graph. In this section, 
we investigate the combinatorial properties of these quadrangles. In particular, 
we show that they coexist with orthogonal arrays of strength 3 which are 2- 
distance codes over a q-ary alphabet. We also relate these quadrangles to a class 
of (ordinary) 3-designs. 
An n x M array of symbols chosen from an alphabet A with 4 letters is said 
to be an orthogonal array of strength t and index ,u over A, if every t-subset of its 
rows contains every ordered t-tuple of alphabet symbols exactly p times, cf. [19]. 
Clearly, M = pqt holds in this case. A subset C of A* with at least wo elements 
is called a code of length n over A. Its elements are called code words. So, the set 
of columns of an n x M orthogonal array is a code of length n and size Mover A. 
The distance d(u, v) between two code words u, v is defined to be the number of 
positions in which they differ. 
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THEOREM 8.1. The following objects coexist: 
(i) ageneralized quadrangle with parameters (q, q2); 
(ii) an orthogonal array of strength 3 and index q which is a code of length 
q2 + 1 andjust two nonzero distances, q2 and q2 - q, over in alphabet with q letters. 
Proof. We first show (i) 5 (ii). Let .I?, with vertex set X, be the point graph 
of a generalized quadrangle with parameters (q, q2). FOP any x E X, let IO , & ,o.., I,2 
be the lines through x, and for i = 0, l,..., q2, let the remaining points on & be 
denoted by xij , j = 1, 2,..., q. Any y E A(x) can be coordinatized by a word 
of length q2 f 1 in the alphabet A = (1, 2,..., 2) by defining yi = j if xij is the 
unique point on li which is collinear withy. The set C(x) of words thus obtained 
from all y E A(x) is a code of length q2 + 1 and size q* over A. The graph F has 
the property, first proved by Bose and Shrikhande [3]> that given any three 
pairwise nonadjacent points, exactly Q + 1 are adjacent with all three; this 
follows from the fact that, for every x E X, the subconstituent on A(x) is strongly 
regular with p = q2 - q, cf. Remark 5.5. Now, given three distinct indices 
i1 , i2 , S , and three letters jr , j, , j, in the alphabet A, the number of wor 
y E C(x) with yi, = j, (m = 1,2, 3) equals the number of points other than x 
which are adjacent with the three points ximjnz (m = 1, 2, 3), that is equals q* 
Hence, C(z) is an orthogonal array of strength 3 and index 4~ Also, for distinct 
y, x E A(x), the number of places in which the corresponding codewords agree 
equals the number of points in r(x) n r(y) n T(x), that is, 1 or 4 + 1 according 
as y and x are adjacent or not. Hence, for distinct codewords y, z E C(x), 
d(y, 3) = 42 or qz - q. 
We now show (ii) e- (i). Suppose C is a code of length 4” + E over the q-ary 
alphabet A with the distances q2 and q2 - 4, and suppose the codewords of C do 
form an orthogonal array of strength 3 and index 9. Thus, C has size @. Let 
r, be the graph with vertex set C, t-wo vertices being adjacent whenever their 
distance is 42. By a theorem of Delsarte, [8, Theorem 5.25], I’0 is strongly 
regular with parameters k = (4 - l)(q2 + I), h = q - 2, ,W = q2 - q. Now, 
let B = (0, I,..., q”> x A, and let I’ be the graph with vertex set X = 
B u C, whose edges arc: the edges of TO , the pairs ( S, b) for all 23 E 
the pairs (b = (i, j), c) from B x C for which the z’th coordinate of c e 
11: follows by checking a relatively small number of cases that r is strongly 
regalar with parameters K = q(q2 + I), h = q - 1, p = q” + I. (We only need 
the fact that C is an orthogonal array of strength > 2.) Then, F Is pseudo- 
geometric (q2 + l,q + 1, 1) whence geometric by Theorem 7.9, and th.e theorem 
is proved, 
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Remark 8.2. The assumption that the code words of C yield an orthogonal 
array of strength 3 and index q is equivalent to the assumption that the distance- 
enumerator of C is given by 
1 c 1-l 1 zd(~*~) = 1 + (q2 - q)(q2 + 1) ,‘&a + (q - l)(q2 + 1) zqa. 
F,+ 
This follows from Delsarte’s results [9]. 
THEOREM 8.3. For any pair of nonadjacent vertices x, y in the point graph T 
of a generalized quadrangle with parameters (q, q2), the incidence structure D(x, y) 
with point set T(x) n T(y), block set A(x) n d(y), and incidence of a point and 
block whenever they are adjacent in I’, is a 3-design with parameters 3 - (q2 + 1, 
q+ Lq- 1). 
Proof. As mentioned in the proof of Theorem 8.1, for any three mutually 
nonadjacent vertices, there exist exactly q + 1 vertices adjacent with all three. 
Hence, any x E d(x) n d(y) is adjacent to q + 1 points of r(x) n r(y); and 
any three points of r(x) n F(y) are adjacent to X, to y, and to q - 1 additional 
vertices which necessarily belong to d(x) n A(y). 
Note that the design D(x, y) may have repeated blocks (when considered as 
subsets of the point set). In all known quadrangles with parameters (q, q2), q is 
a prime power and there is a point x such that: 
(i) the code C(X) of Th eorem 8.1 is equivalent to a linear code over GF(q); 
(ii) for every y E d(x), the design D(x, y) consists of a Steiner system 
S(3, q + 1, q2 + 1) with every block repeated q - 1 times. 
These properties have a combinatorial interpretation, which has been studied by 
Thas [25]. Given three pairwise noncollinear points X, y, x, the trace T(x, y, x) is 
the set of q + 1 points collinear with X, y and z; the span S(x, y, z) is the set of 
points collinear with every point of the trace T(x, y, z). Thus, 1 T(x, y, z)/ = 
q + 1 and 3 < 1 S(x, y, x)1 < q + 1 since x, y, z E S(x, y, z). A point x is called 
regular if ] S(x, y, z)l = q + 1 f or every triple (x, y, z) of pairwise noncollinear 
points containing x. For the design D(x, y) of Theorem 8.2 the significance of 
the trace and the span is as follows. Lety E d(x), x E d(x) n d(y), then T(x, y, x) 
is the set of points incident with the block x. Moreover, 1 S(x, y, z)I = q + 1 if 
and only if there are q - 2 additional blocks incident with the same subset of 
points or, equivalently, if and only if the block x is “repeated” q - 1 times. 
Tits [26] has given a construction for a generalized quadrangle T(0) with 
parameters (q, q2) from any avoid 0 in projective 3-space over GF(q). This 
quadrangle has a distinguished regular point X. The construction can be described 
as follows. Let v0 , n1 ,..., vc12 be column vectors in V(4, q) spanning the points 
(in PG(3, q)) of the ovoid. The rows of the matrix [vs , vr ,..., v,~] span a linear 
code C(x) with the properties described in Theorem 8.1. 
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THEOREM 8.4. Let x be a point of a generalized q~adya~g~e 
(q, q2). The following are equivalent: 
(i) x is a regular point; 
(ii) & Ez T(O) f OY some ovoid 0, and x is the d~st~~gu~shed point; 
(iii) C(x) is a linear code over GF(q) ($ th e coordinates are suitably c~~se~)~ 
(PV) for every point y noncollinear with x, the design B(x, y) is a Steiner 
system with every block repeated q - 1 times. 
PYOQJ? (i) a (ii) by a theorem of Thas [25]; 
(ii) * (iii) is clear from the construction of T(0); 
(iii) * (i) since for noncollinear points y, x in C(x), 
(i) * (iv) since, as mentioned above, / S(x, y, x)1 = q -/- 1 ho1 
if the block x of the design D(x, y) is repeated q - 1 times. 
9. UNIQUENESS PROOFS 
The considerations of this paper are valuable in proving the uniqueness of 
certain Smith graphs. We illustrate this by short proofs of the (known) uniqueness 
theorems for the graphs on 27 and 100 vertices, and then prove the uniqueness 
of the graphs on 112 and 162 vertices. This, together with [Zl, 14], shows t 
Smith graphs with Y < 2 are uniquely determined by their parameters. 
A graph on 27 vertices with k = 10, Y = I, s = -5 is pseudogeometric 
(5, 3, 1) whence geometric by Theorem 7.9. For nonadjacent vertices X, yg the 
design D(x, y) of Theorem 8.3 is the (trivial) Steiner system S(3, 3, 5). For any X, 
the code C(x) of Theorem 8.1 is the linear code consisting of all words of even 
weight with length 5 over GF(2), which is clearly unique. 
Let I’be a graph on 100 vertices with k = 22, r = 2, s = -8, h = 0, ,u = 6. 
The vertices adjacent and nonadjacent, respectively, to any fixed vertex x are 
the points and the blocks of a 2 - (22, 6, 5) design D(x), if we define a point and 
a block to be incident when they are adjacent in r. Since X = 0, adjacent blocks 
are disjoint. Moreover, since the subconstituent on d(x) is strongly regular wi 
,U = 4, nonadjacent blocks have two common points. So, three points he in 
most one block. Now, a counting argument shows that D(x) is a Steiner system 
S(3, 6, 22). Since two blocks are adjacent if and only if they are disjount, 
determines I’, and the uniqueness of D(X) (Witt [27]) yields that of .r., 
THEOREM 9. I. There is, up to isomorphism, a zc?aique strongly regular graph 
0% 1 I.2 vertices with k = 30, Y = 2, s = - 10. 
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Proof. Any such graph r is pseudogeometric (10, 4, l), whence geometric 
(Theorem 7.9). Let x be any vertex. It is possible to show directly the uniqueness 
of the 2-distance code C(X). Instead, we show that this code is linear and deduce 
its uniqueness more easily. We shall not invoke the theorem of Thas (Theorem 
8.4). 
We first show that, for any nonadjacent pair of vertices X, y, the design D(x, y) 
of Theorem 8.3 consists of a Steiner system S(3,4, 10) with every block repeated 
twice. Let x E d(x) n A(y) b e any block, and T(x, y, z) = (ui , zca ,us , u,J be the 
set of points incident with z, in the design D(x, y). Let ni be the number of blocks 
incident with i of the points of T(x, y, x). A simple counting argument shows 
that n, = n4 + 4 holds (use & (i) ni = (9 Xi , for j = 0, 1, 2, 3). There are 14 
blocks adjacent to z in r (the subconstituent on d(x) has K = 20, /J = 6), with 
two of them along each of the lines ZQZ, i = 1,2, 3,4. Hence, six of these blocks 
are adjacent to none of the points of T(x, y, 2). Thus, we have n, > 6, n, > 2, 
from which n, = 2 and every block is repeated twice. 
Now, consider the code C(X); we identify the alphabet with GF(3). If y and x 
are collinear code words, then they agree in exactly one position, i.e., we have 
yi = zi = j, say. Then, the fourth point on the line yz through (i, j) is a code 
word which must agree with both y and z in just that position, and so must be 
-y - x. Similarly, if y and z are noncollinear code words (equivalently, if x is 
a block in the design D(x, y)), there is a third codeword x’ which agree with 
both y and z in the same set of A coordinate positions (since, as a block, z is 
repeated twice), and so it must be -y - z. Thus, C(x) is an affine subspace of 
V(10, 3); if we assume it contains 0, it is a linear code. There are 20 code words 
at distance 9 from 0, falling into ten pairs {y, -y}. Let y, z be two such code 
words, with x # y, -y. Then z differs from both y and -y in two positions 
(where y and z have coordinate 0) and agrees with one of them in each further 
position. Thus, we have d(y, z) + d(-y, 2) = 12, from which d(y, x) = 
d(-y, z) = 6. Thi s implies that, as real vectors (with entries 0, 1, -l), y and x 
are orthogonal. So the 10 x 10 real matrix C whose rows consist of one word 
from each pair satisfies CCt = 91. From the uniqueness of such a matrix [21] 
and the fact that its rows span the code over GF(3), we deduce the uniqueness 
of the code, from which we obtain that the of graph. 
THEOREM 9.2. There is, up to isomorphism, a unique strongly regular graph on 
162 vertices with k = 56, Y = 2, s = - 16. 
Proof. For any vertex x in such a graph r, the subconstituent on r(x) is 
strongly regular, with k = 10, Y = 2, s = -4, since r is a Smith graph. The 
uniqueness of this graph on 56 vertices has been shown by Gewirtz [II]. Using 
the parameters of both subconstituents we find that, for anyy E d(x), F(X) n r(y) 
is a set of size 24 in the Gewirtz graph, carrying a graph of valency 2. Moreover, 
for distinct y, x E d(x), the intersection of r(x) n r(y) and r(x) n r(z) has 
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size 6 or 12 according to whether y and x are adjacent or not. Thus, we can 
identify the 105 vertices of d(x) with certain M-sets in the Gewirtz graph, 
adjacencies being defmed by their intersections. To complete the proof, we show 
that the Gewirtz graph has exactly 105 subsets of size 24 carrying graphs of 
va!ency 2. Let us call such sets special. The graph carried by a special set neces- 
sarily consists of disjoint polygons, each of size at least equal to 4 (since the 
Gewirtz graph contains no triangle). For the idempotent E, of rank 20 in thi: 
Gewirtz graph with adjacency matrix A, we have Q& = 26 - A $ 317. Its 
principal submatrix Ei of size 24 corresponding to a special set S has nuility 
at least 4. It follows that the adjacency matrix A’ of the graph carried by S has 
eigenvame 2 with multiplicity at least equal to 5 (since ,?!?;?A # 0, for the all-one 
vector TV). Thus, the subgraph on S has at least five connected components, one 
of which must be a quadrangle. Every pair of nonadjacent vertices irr the Gewirts 
,graph lies in a unique quadrangle. So, there are $(56) x 45 = 638 quadrangles, 
Let Q be such a quadrangle contained in a special set S. There are eight vertices 
adjacent to each vertex of Q and these are all distinct. So, there are 20 vertices 
adjacent to none of the vertices of& in the Gewirtz graph, and these together with 
Q necessarily constitute the special set S. Now, the theorem is proved by use of 
the fact that the automorphism group of the Gewirtz graph is transitive on 
quadrangles. Indeed, we have shown that every quadrangle determines a unique 
ecial set which, by inspection of the Gewirtz graph, is easily seen to can&t 
of six disjoint quadrangles. Thus, there are 105 special sets, 
I&mark 9.3. It is perhaps worth noting that, for any pair of adjacent vertices 
x, y in the Smith graph T’ on 162 vertices, the incidence structure with point set 
T(x) n r(y) and block set d(x) PI A(y), with a point and a block incidem 
whenever they are nonadjacent in T, consists of a Steiner system s(3, 4, 10) 
~6th every block repeated twice. 
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